
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

byapaperinthesameissue(2).Intheircomputersimulationthese
authors assumedthree RR intervals, eachof them corresponding
to a complete sinusoidal contraction. This model differs from re
ality bysimulatingthe behaviorofa heart adapting to an eventthat
hasnot yet occurred. In truth, the heart doesnot know that an ES
will follow.
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Reply
Thecommentsby Dr.Gorison myteachingeditorialon ECG

gating are interesting and most appreciated. He proposes a
mechanism for partial compensation of the errors contributed by
the collection of irregular cycle lengths in the composite ventricular
volume curve. As discussed in my paper, there are several mech
anisms for correcting data obtained from nonuniform cycle lengths,
but usuallythey require list-modeacquisitionand subsequentdata
framing. Most nuclear medicine computer systems do not include
mechanisms for correction of irregular cycle lengths in their car
diac protocols.Dr. Goris states that I â€œcomplainâ€•that commercial
systems today reject cycles following the initiating irregular cycle
(which is accepted). This is the case, and even if the contraction
phasesof this cycle are normal, the addition of this data to the
composite cycle distorts the curve shape and causes inaccuracies
in the calculation of the ejection fraction. In the paper by Brash,
et al. that Dr.Gorisreferencestheseerrorsare emphasized(I).
In fact, Brash et al. state several times that the ectopic beats and
the postectopic accentuated beat must be excluded from the
analysis in order to avoid errors in the shape of the volumecurve
and the valueof the ejectionfraction.Dr. Gorissuggeststhat
â€œcorrectioncan easily be made by recording the number of average
cyclessampledineach intervaland normalizingon this basis.â€•This
position assumes that the ventricular contraction up to the be
ginning of the extra systole is completely normal with respectto
its time distribution, and it also assumes that there is never an in
itiating irregular cycle that is longer than the the selected R-to-R
range. In the contextof R-wavegating irregular beats relate to the
time interval of the R-to-R interval and not to the characteristics
of the muscular contraction itself. The computer measures only
the R-to-R interval,and thereforerejectionor acceptanceof a beat
is based only on this time measurement. It appears that the concept
proposed by Dr. Goris that â€œtheheart does not know when an extra
systolewillfollowâ€•is true, and hiscorrectionschemewouldbevalid
in the mostcommoncircumstancesof irregularcyclelengths,i.e.,
premature ventricular contraction, but not as a universalsolution
to the problem.
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FiG. 1. Exampleof our most severe formatter nonlinearity.Co-57
field flood with 10-cm (outer diameter) disc. Single-image format
and 1 mIllion counts/image. Camera linearity was within specifi
cations. (A) Disc in center has no distortion. (B) Disc in periphery
has distortion in x-axis. Whenpositionedin other peripheralareas,
this distortion changed and in some places affected y-axis lin
earity.

evaluation of the performance of quality imaging in the clinical
setting. It is essential when viewingan imaging system, however,
not to lookonlyat the detector. The image formatter is one of the
critical elements in the total imaging system and when evaluation
of the hardcopy deviceis excluded,any discussionof camera per
formance is deficient.

Recently we were reminded of this fact when at each of our in
stitutions several of our vendors' image formatters, when carefully
evaluated, showed a 7-25% distortion on the peripheral, yet useful,
fieldofview (Fig. 1). A detectorlinearity of Â±1%isquicklyover
shadowed by a formatter nonlinearity of 10%. As far as we could
determine, most manufacturers have no specifications for for
matter linearity. It is important that the industry recognize this
shortcoming and establish strict manufacturing, sales, and
maintenance specifications for all hardcopy devices. With this
moreencompassinginformationthenuclearmedicinelaboratories
will havea methodfor theevaluationofimaging systemsasa whole
rather than for the detector alone.
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Re:ECGGating:Doesit AdequatelyMonitor
VentricularContraction?

InhiseditorialonECGgating(1), P.H.Murphycomplainsthat
â€œ. . . commercial systems today reject cycles following the one ir

regular beat.â€•Which â€œisordinarily accepted.â€•The implication
is obviously that the contraction that precedes the extra systole
(ES) isabnormal.Thiswouldbe the case,however,onlyifthe heart
itself knew that an ES would follow.

Actually,iftheaveragecycleis16&andiftheESoccursatthe
time ni@T<16i@T,all the data collected between 0 and n@Tare
those of an average but interrupted cycle. No data are obtained
for that beat during the interval n@Tto 16@T.The net result is
an undersampling in the later intervals but not an error in the
earlier intervals.

Correction can easily be made by recording the number of av
eragecyclessampledin eachinterval and normalizingon this basis.
No blurring should result. A clue to the apparent confusion is given
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